
CREATIVE WRITING PROJECT RECORD 
 

Although you may have participated in only one unit specifically, learning in other areas is 

encouraged.  Mark all the activities you did, even if they are in units you did not take. 

 

Creative Wordworking 

Kept a journal or diary 

Learned the 10 secrets about writing in a journal or diary 

Wrote imaginary letters to your future self, an intelligent life form on another planet, 

          a fictional character in a book you’ve read or movie, or an ancestor 

Learned how to write vertical poems 

Wrote a telephone number poem 

Wrote a Cinquain 

Wrote a nature poem 

Tried writing a “found”poem 

Learned what a “commonplace book” is 

Began keeping a “commonplace book” 

Have e-mail access 

 Sent-interesting facts with your e-mail messages 

 Tried the two truths and one little white lie with a friend  

Wrote letters to grandparents, other family or friends 

Made an accordion book 

 

 

Crazy About Books 

Organized a book club 

Made a collage about the various books you read 

Made a list of new words you learned while reading books 

Written out at least 2 book reviews 

Made a audio cassette recording of a child’s book  

 

List some books that you read for this project: 

              

              

              

 

What did you enjoy most about this project:  

              

              

              

You may enhance your record with a story, photos with captions, and/or newspaper clipping. 
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